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Figure 1: Example garment shading from Incredibles 2 using Bump-to-Roughness and procedural curves. ©Disney/Pixar

ABSTRACT
On Incredibles 2 the characters shading team was tasked with
creating the look for both reality-based clothes reminiscent of the
1950’s era as well as creatively styled superhero suits. A major
design goal was to add details in whatever ways possible to help give
this sequel a more sophisticated look and feel when compared to the
original �lm and appropriately supplement other visual advances
since then in lighting and fx.

Two methods that helped us achieve this was using Bump-To-
Roughness to help preserve �ne details in the clothing and using
curve procedurals, or fuzz, to add realism to the garment shading.
Bump-To-Roughness (BtoR) helps preserve specular roughness vari-
ation details while shaping the specular distribution in a natural
way. �e procedural fuzz provides a tunable specular response near
the surface, that breaks up the edge silhoue�e and compliments the
imperfect nature of realistic objects without additional modeling
or grooming. In this talk we will describe ways in which these
two methods helped us achieve a variety of impressive looks to our
garments.
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1 BUMP-TO-ROUGHNESS
Bump-to-Roughness (BtoR) [Hery et al. 2014] is a technique that we
use to convert surface normal variations into additional micro-facet
distributions of a BXDF. It is similar to other published works found
in [Dupuy et al. 2013] and [Olano and Baker 2010]. �is technique
has been used at Pixar on �e Good Dinosaur and Cars 3. For the
case of �e Good Dinosaur, we used it to maintain high levels of
skin and scale details for the giant Dinosaurs both close up and far
away. And in the case of Cars 3, we used BtoR to present micro-
level details such as metalfakes and micro-scratches to increase the
visual realism and introduce subtle variations in metallic surfaces.

On �e Incredibles 2, we advanced the technique and usage of
BtoR to cloth. Many garments have high frequency weave pa�erns
on shiny fabrics that we wanted to read from a variety of camera
positions without having to adjust per shot. In addition to BtoR’s
main technical advantage of helping to maintain specular variation
when viewed from far away, it o�ered three artistic advantages in
helping to achieve the desired look goals for the �lm’s garment
shading.

1.1 Layering Specular Variation Signals
When layeringmultiple signals for a single �oat roughness variation
input into the specular illumination model, it can be tricky for the
artist to layer certain pa�erns together without losing important
details. BtoR o�ers a work-�ow advantage where multiple vector
pa�erns are layered together in an additive fashion, thus making
details from each layer easier to preserve and end results more
intuitive. On garments such as Helen’s new supersuit, with highly
textured pa�erns, this allowed a more straight-forward way of
experimenting and iterating on creating a new weave pa�ern by
combining multiple texture layers.

1.2 Shaping Specular Highlights
Controlling specular anisotropy was an important art direction for
the supersuits. Previous methods of shaping specular highlights
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Figure 2: Layering multiple Bump-to-Rough signals
©Disney/Pixar

involved using signals to control the direction of “stretching” of
the highlights independent of the signals used to vary specular
amount and specular roughness. BtoR shapes the highlight auto-
matically based on the input derivative signals, leading to more
natural anisotropic looks that match the details of the roughness
variation signals and are more intuitive for the artist to control.

1.3 Alternative to Bump Mapping
Yet another bene�t to BtoR is using it as an alternative to bump
mapping. �e art direction for the super suit logos required detailed
weave-like pa�erns whose pro�les were not displaced when viewed
from any angle. In RIS Displacement shaders dice geometry at a
rate that is di�erent from the illumination sampling rates. �is
creates two mechanisms that one can use to represent surface vari-
ations, Displacement and Bump. Displacement can be expensive in
memory when used for higher frequency fabric weaves. Bump has
some fundamental issues, which [Schüssler et al. 2017] addresses.
However, [Schüssler et al. 2017] was not available to us at the onset
of Incredibles 2 production. BtoR resolves these fundamental issues
for small features by moving the source of these visual features
from normal variations into illumination variations. Instead using
using displacement with a low shading rate, BtoR was used for
high frequency weaves or other small features that are repeated
across the garment model. We then used displacement to represent
lower-frequency surface variations, such as painted textures like
stitches and wrinkles.

2 PROCEDURAL HAIR CURVES
While BtoR preserves the detail and specular nuances on the topol-
ogy, procedural curves (fuzz) can o�er a distinct silhoue�e ad-
vantage of being geometry separate from, yet connected to, the
originating mesh. For the garments styles needed for our show,
improvements were made to our fuzz pipeline to make it easier
for artists to use and give options for handling high memory and
rendering costs.

2.1 Pipeline
In past iterations of these controls, setup and modi�cation of fuzz
a�ributes happened in a stage before the build of the production
asset, during its modeling phase. �en the model went through a
build process to bake out its geometry before being rendered in our
shading so�ware. For Incredibles 2, an improved pipeline where the
adjustments of the fuzz can happen directly on the baked version
of the model in our shading so�ware allowed quicker iteration on

the fuzz look development. Renderman a�ributes controlling RI
curve properties such as length, density, and control vertex count,
were directly added to the fuzz dso procedural and then rendered
immediately to test. Additional a�ributes could also be tagged on
the geometry to allow controlling the fuzz properties using uv map
based painted textures. �is streamlined for artists the process of
applying fuzz to models and thus encouraged more applications
where fuzz could support or enhance a desired look, such as adding
peach fuzz to character’s faces or hair-like threads to co�on shirts
and wool sweaters.

2.2 Resources
Fuzz was used to break up edge silhoue�es and give a ”so�er” feel
to materials, leading to increasingly aggressive look development
projects that strained render time and memory resources. Curve
a�ribute se�ings that worked for one application did not necessarily
scale well to another application where a higher density of curves
was required. To prevent exceeding render limitations while not
compromising �nal looks, creative adjustments to curve a�ributes
had to be made. Curve thickness could be increased to help cut
down on density count and curve complexity. �e default hair
illumination model used for wispy peach fuzz or thread �y-aways
was swapped out for a cheaper model for thicker hairs, like the
threads of a terry cloth robe. Shadows cast from curves was turned
o� when they added li�le di�erence to the �nal look. Determining
when these adjustments were necessary happened when rendering
the model in context in a production shot. If rendering for a shot
exceeded time or memory limits set for the show, our new fuzz
pipleline allowed shot and asset artists to iterate on these properties
of the fuzz quickly in context to �nd acceptable se�ings.

3 CONCLUSIONS
Using both BtoR and fuzz for our garments helped greatly in adding
a degree of realism to bring the characters of Incredibles 2 to life
without straying away from the look established in the �rst �lm.
As more shading artists become acquainted with how to control
BtoR, it will be used to tackle a more variety of looks. Pixar’s new
real-time shading so�ware for future shows is now undergoing
changes to allow the use of BtoR. Processes for using fuzz and
controlling its a�ributes are being updated and streamlined to more
easily integrate it into clothing development and other looks that
can be enhanced by hair-like elements.
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